Activated at Fort Bragg, North Carolina, on 3 June 1986, the 13th Support Battalion was ‘reflagged’ by the U.S. Army Institute of Heraldry as the 528th Special Operations Support Battalion (SOSB) on 16 May 1987. Authorized 12 officers, 5 warrant officers, and 146 enlisted soldiers, the 528th SOSB was to provide dedicated administrative, logistical, and maintenance support to the Headquarters, [U.S.] Army Special Operations Command, and, when directed, to other Army Special Operations Forces. Its immediate headquarters was the 1st Special Operations Command (1st SOCOM), the forerunner of the 1st Special Forces Command (Airborne). Before Operation JUST CAUSE, the 528th SOSB participated in readiness exercises and provided limited support to operational missions, but had not been tested in combat.

An ‘out of hide’ unit from its inception, the 528th SOSB had to compete for personnel and resources in 1st SOCOM. Lieutenant Colonel (LTC) Louis G. Mason, the 528th’s first commander, and the driving force behind its creation, had to prove its necessity. Major (MAJ) Joseph R. Lalla, Chief, G-4 Plans, 1st SOCOM, also wanted to “prove the concept” of a dedicated ARSOF support battalion, by incorporating the 528th SOSB into contingency plans. The crisis in Panama presented an opportunity.

In March 1988, MAJ Lalla was part of a nine-man 1st SOCOM planning team, led by the Deputy Commander, Colonel Joseph S. Stringham. They were to write a Joint Special Operations Task Force (JSOTF) support plan for Contingency Plan (CONPLAN) ELABORATE MAZE, the U.S. Southern Command (USSOUTHCOM) contingency plan for Panama. Lalla inserted two 528th SOSB Forward Arming and Refueling Points (FARPs) into the logistical annex of the BLUE SPOON operations order (OPORD). Positioned at Fort Sherman and Empire Range, the FARPs would support the 160th Special Operations Aviation Group (SOAG) and 617th Special Operations Aviation Detachment (SOAD) during combat operations.

In preparation for its BLUE SPOON mission, the 528th intensified trained and rehearsed with the 160th SOAG, to become compatible that unit’s refueling teams. In May 1989, MAJ Lalla, as the 528th’s Executive Officer (XO), led a small contingent to Panama, as part of the “security enhancement” mission. His party included a refueling team, led by First Lieutenant Robert T. ‘Tim’ Davis. They set up and operated a FARP at Fort Sherman for thirty days, supporting ARSOF aviation elements in Panama.

When BLUE SPOON was revised, the 528th role was reduced to one FARP at Howard Air Force Base (AFB), across the isthmus. In October 1989, the 528th’s refueling
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1st SOCOM placed the 528th Support Battalion and the 112th Signal Battalion under the Commander, 4th Psychological Operations Group for administrative purposes. While known as the “ARSOF Support Command,” no separate brigade-level (O-6) command existed for ARSOF support units until the establishment of the Special Operations Support Command (SOSCOM), in 1994.

528th SOSB Distinctive Unit Insignia. It is worn today by soldiers of the 528th Sustainment Brigade. Below, 528th Support Battalion soldiers form up for an awards ceremony outside their headquarters at the ‘Old Stockade’ facility, Fort Bragg, North Carolina, circa 1989.

On 17 December 1989 (D-3), the 528th was directed to deploy a twelve-man Special Operations Support Element (SOSE) to Panama to operate a FARP for Special Operations Aviation, and provide ammunition support to the 75th Rangers of Task Force RED. Led by Captain (CPT) John M. Gargaro, the SOSE included several soldiers who ran the FARP on Fort Sherman earlier that year, to include its non-commissioned officer-in-charge (NCOIC), Master Sergeant Michael A. Bienkowski. The SOSE deployed with one M1008 Commercial Utility Cargo Vehicle (CUCV), two M35A2 2 ½ ton ‘deuce and a half’ trucks, four 10,000-gallon fuel bags, two 350-gallon-per-minute pumps, and five four-inch refueling point hoses.

The SOSE reached Howard AFB at 1400 hours on 19 December (D-1), eight hours before the FARP was to be operational. Unfortunately, their hoses did not readily connect to the U.S. Air Force (USAF) refueling trucks. Together, they improvised a solution and the FARP went into operation at the north end of the taxiway. Because it could rapidly dispense fuel with four-inch hoses and perform ‘hot refueling’ at night, it was in high demand. The FARP dispensed 72,000 gallons of JP-5 fuel in the first ten days of JUST CAUSE. Using its two ‘deuce and a half’ trucks, the team delivered ammunition to the Rangers, and controlled their ammunition holding area at Howard AFB.

When the Special Operations Command, South (SOSOUTH) had forward service support problems, the 528th SOSB was tasked to send a second support element to Panama. They were to connect the 1st SOCOM units of Joint Task Force South with the U.S. Army South support infrastructure, and provide direct support to these units.
Aboard a C-5 Galaxy cargo aircraft, a 528th refueling team prepares to make a training jump with their fueling equipment at Fort Bragg, North Carolina.

This hand-drawn map (right) of Panama’s Canal Zone was sketched by 528th SOSB logistics planners during the lead-up to Operation JUST CAUSE. It reveals the anticipated difficulty of moving fuel, by road, from the tank farm near Empire Range to the planned FARP site at Fort Sherman.

Unlike the FARP, which had been planned for and rehearsed well in advance, this “Logistical Support Element” (LSE) called for improvisation. With minimal guidance, recently-promoted CPT Tim Davis (now the 528th Operations Officer [S-3]), and CPT Mark A. Olinger (the Headquarters and Headquarters Company Commander), assembled an ad hoc LSE, and prepared for deployment. Davis “spent many late hours” with CPT James C. Yarbrough (1st SOCOM, G-3 Current Operations), getting the LSE “shoved into the TPFDL [Time-Phased Force Deployment List].” The LSE was ‘bumped’ three times at Pope Air Force Base, North Carolina, but reached Panama on 24 December 1989 (D+4).

The twenty-five person LSE had a five-man command and control element, with CPT Davis serving as the acting battalion commander and CPT Olinger as the troop commander, and five separate four-man sections: medical, sling load and resupply, air movements, maintenance, and food service. While attached to the 96th Civil Affairs Battalion (CAB) for administration, the LSE was operationally controlled (OPCON) to Colonel Anthony H. Normand, Commander, Psychological Operations (PSYOP) Task Group (POTG). The LSE brought the 528th SOSB in Panama to thirty-seven personnel.
Tailored to the mission they were to perform, there was no ‘one size fits all’ Forward Arming and Refueling Point (FARP). During Operation JUST CAUSE, the 528th Special Operations Support Battalion (SOSB) sent an eleven-man team to Panama to operate a FARP at Howard Air Force Base.1 Below is an overview of that team and its equipment.

DUTIES
The officer-in-charge (OIC) and noncommissioned officer-in-charge (NCOIC) controlled operations, maintained communications with the owner of the local airspace, and interfaced with aircraft controllers.5 The six ‘fuelers’ (Military Occupational Specialty [MOS] 77F) ensured that fuel was circulated, filtered, and dispensed to waiting aircraft. The three ammo specialists (55Bs) provided ammunition support to the Rangers.

TEAM COMPOSITION2
1 x Captain (OIC)
1 x Master Sergeant (NCOIC)
6 x Petroleum Supply Specialists (77F)
3 x Ammunition Specialists (55B)

FUEL SYSTEM SUPPLY POINT EQUIPMENT3
2 x 350 gallon-per-minute (GPM) pumps
4 x 10,000 gallon petroleum storage bags
2 x Filter/separators
Assorted nozzles, valves, and hoses4

(1) A 528th SOSB refueling team used this 350 gallon-per-minute fuel pump at Fort Sherman, Panama, during a short deployment in mid-1989. The pump was later moved to Howard AFB and used during Operation JUST CAUSE. (2) Soldiers connect 4-inch hoses to the 10,000 gallon collapsible fuel bags. The bags are emplaced with the help of U.S. Army Engineers, who built protective berms around the site. (3) Once emplaced, the large fuel bags were ready to fill. The 528th SOSB FARP at Howard AFB used four of these bags during Operation JUST CAUSE.
Operating out of empty maintenance and supply buildings on Corozal West, near Panama City, the LSE provided a wide variety of combat service support services. It supplied the 96th CAB with Meals-Ready-to-Eat (MREs) for distribution to a Panamanian hospital; conducted sick call for the 96th CAB and hundreds of displaced Panamanian civilians; repaired dozens of Ranger weapons and delivered Class V (ammunition). It arranged the delivery of Class I (food) and Class III (petroleum, oil, and lubricants) supplies to the 1st PSYOP Battalion, and provided maintenance, transportation, and contracting support.

LTC David L. Shaw, the 528th’s Commander, arrived a day or two after the LSE. On 30 December 1989, he provided Major General James A. Guest, Commander, 1st SOCOM, at Fort Bragg, NC, with a detailed report showing that the 528th SOSB ‘Supported to the Utmost’ in Panama. While his soldiers proved ‘value added’ in Panama, inactivation plans moved forward.

But, it was not too late to save the 528th. After-action reviews highlighted the battalion contributions in Operations JUST CAUSE and PROMOTE LIBERTY, and demonstrated the value of dedicated ARSOF combat service support. These led the Department of the Army to postpone inactivation of the 528th SOSB, and to direct U.S. Special Operations Command to study the problem of ARSOF logistics. The 528th SOSB successes in Operations DESERT SHIELD and DESERT STORM (1990-91) saved the battalion; inactivation was cancelled.

CPT Tim Davis, who was instrumental before and during JUST CAUSE, as a company commander and the Battalion S-3, took pride in a “very small and still young” battalion’s performance in Panama. Years later, he still marveled at how “three Army captains [Olinger, Gargaro, and himself], on short notice, deployed two task-organized support elements, of which only one was planned and rehearsed.
TAKEAWAYS

1. Operations JUST CAUSE and PROMOTE LIBERTY validated the need for a dedicated ARSOF CSS capability.

2. The 528th Support Battalion’s contribution to JUST CAUSE/PROMOTE LIBERTY was both carefully planned and rehearsed (the FARP), and completely improvised (the LSE); but both elements accomplished their mission.

3. Despite being undermanned and relatively inexperienced, the 528th’s outstanding performance in Panama convinced the Army to reconsider inactivating the unit.

into a very ambiguous environment.” Their outstanding work, Davis noted, “changed the dialogue on Army support to SOF.”

POST SCRIPT

The 528th Special Operations Support Battalion was inactivated in 2005, and reorganized into the 528th Sustainment Brigade, which continues to support ARSOF “to the utmost.”
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Aerial view of Howard Air Force Base, Panama. On 19 December 1989, the 528th SOSB set up a Forward Arming and Refueling Point (FARP) at the northern end of the taxiway (on the right, as pictured).